
Motivational  Thought:   
 

“I fear not the man who has practiced 
10,000 kicks once, but I fear the man who 

has practiced one kick 10,000 times.”  
– Bruce Lee 

USSF  Sanctioned  Events  
DATE  LOCATION             EVENT         POC   TYPE 

  5 Mar 16       San Antonio, TX        Fiesta Rodeo                       Tom Zabel                       Tournament  

13 Feb 16        San Antonio, TX        Asian Festival                     Tom Zabel                       Demonstration 

20 Feb 16        St Joseph, MO           U.S. Jr Nationals                 Matt Ritchie                    Tournament 

  2 Apr 16        Cranford, NJ              U.S. Nationals        Helen Delpopolo             Tournament  

21 May 16       Long Beach, CA        U.S. Sumo Open                 Andrew Freund               Tournament 

22 Oct 16        San Antonio, TX        Texas Classic                       Tom Zabel                      Tournament  

  

International  Events 
DATE                      LOCATION               EVENT                                 QUALIFYING  EVENT 
30-31 Jul  2016               Mongolia                           World Championships                      2016 U.S. Nationals 

TBD, 2017             TBD                                   World Combat Games                      2016 U.S. Nationals   

3 – 13 Aug 2017             Wroclaw, Poland               World Games                                    2016 North Americans   
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TRUSTEE  ELECTIONS  

There are two trustee positions up for re-election at the beginning of the year.  A member e-mail was already sent outlining 

nominating procedures and voting dates.  Look for more e-mails to follow.   

The positions that Trent Sabo and Tom Zabel hold are up for re-election in 2016.  The newly elected Trustees will be in place 

before the Nationals.  The positions that Andrew Freund, Kelly Gneiting, and Matt Ritchie hold will be up in 2018.   
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CHUGOSHI 

In this section we will discuss basic fundamental movements, positions, and postures.   

These are key to your sumo training and ability to perform well during your matches.     

SUMO  ESSENTIALS By Tom Zabel 

FIG 1:  Chugoshi Front View 

        Step 1                                           Step 2                                             Step 3                                       Step 4 

The position of Chugoshi is the most ideal posture to be in during a sumo match.   

  

A rikishi, when in proper chugoshi posture, can move quickly and be in control of the match.  It is important to train in this 

position to not only keep your balance and center of gravity, but also so it becomes second-nature while you are in a match.   

Spread legs a little wider than shoulders. 

 

Lock elbows to the side 

 

Forearms extended forward, hands slightly  

cupped with palms facing inward 

 

Arch the back a little  

 

Pull jaw into neck, keep eyes on opponent 

Teppo is a basic movement of attack.  It is a fundamental practice in which the balance and rhythm of the upper limbs and legs are 

required.  Since it strengthens the back and upper body, it is directly useful for thrusting and pushing techniques.   

TEPPO 

Step 1:  Lean on a pillar with both hands as in a chugoshi position.  Feet will be about one meter from the pillar.      

Step 2:  Support your weight with one hand and pull the other hand (elbow) back.    

Step 3:  Slap the pole with the hand you just pulled back and take a step in, sliding your foot, with the same side leg.     

Step 4:  Slide back the leg that went forward while pushing off the pillar with both hands.   

Repeat other side 

FIG 2:  Chugoshi Side View   

ANGLES  OF  CHUGOSHI 



UTCHARI  

   Pivot Throw   

 

“Utchari” means “to betray or disappoint a person at the last moment”.  This is a last-ditch effort to win the match after being 

driven to the tawara and using a twisting motion (pivot throw) to force your opponent to touch a fraction of a second before you 

do.  A spectacular and crowd-pleasing throw which turns apparent defeat into sudden victory.       
 

This is not a technique you go into the tachiai thinking you are going to execute to win the match.  As described above, it is a last-

ditch effort, a defensive move, to try to win the match.  It is difficult to actually pull off as you have to swing your opponent 

around enough for them to make contact with the ground before you do.   

Because of the size differential of wrestlers competing as amateurs (light- , middle-, 

heavy-weight) versus professional (no weight divisions) there are some techniques 

used more often in the amateur arena than on the professional side.   In this section 

we will highlight various techniques.   

 

Utchari and Shitatenage are two more common techniques used in amateur sumo.  

Both are considered a throw.   

SHITATENAGE 

   Underarm Throw Down  

 

“Shita” is “under” or “below”, “te” is “hand”, and “nage” is “throw”, so Shitatenage is an underhand throw.    
 

Shitatenage is one of the most common throwing techniques.  Shitatedashinage is basically the same underarm throw except in 

shitatedashinage your opponent is thrown out of the dohyo instead of (down) onto the dohyo.  And this is slightly different than 

uwatenage as uwatenage is an overarm throw.   

KIMARITE   
KORNER 

決 
ま 
り 
手 

By Tom Zabel 

STEP 1    When driven to the edge of the tawara, drop your hips, lean backward, and lift your opponent.     

STEP 2    Use your opponent’s momentum and force to pull him into you and off his feet.   

STEP 3    After lifting your opponent, quickly twist your whole body and force him over and out of the dohyo and/or   

                 down onto his side or back.   

                                   STEP 1                                                    STEP  2                                                     STEP  3 

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 

STEP 1   This is usually not done as the main attack but is accomplished when your opponent reacts to an immediate prior attack.   
STEP 2   Turn away from your opponent and lift him with your inside elbow.  Your leg should be positioned inside his.   
STEP 3   Continue to turn away from him.  You can use your hip or lift your leg, as in shiko, to cause your opponent to become  

                off balance.  Drive your should down and force your opponent to fall onto the dohyo.   
STEP 4   If your opponent is trying to use uwatenage (overarm throw) at the same time as a defensive move, the one whose center  

                of gravity is lower and more stable will win the match.   



KYU  GRADES 
By Tom Zabel 

Here are the general requirements for all kyu grades  (see USSF PL05, Section 3 for more specific requirements in each grade) :   

 

                         1.  Registered and current member of U.S. Sumo Federation     
                         2.  Registered and current member of local sumo club   
                         3.  Recommended by dan (black belt) holder  
                         4.  Minimum time in grade – 6 months after last promotion 
                         5.  Attendance – 51% of scheduled classes  
                         6.  Compete in at least one tournament / demonstrate skills with sparing  
                         7.  Oral / Written Test  
                         8.  Kata / Forms – be able to demonstrate basic movements, techniques, and other skills  
 

These individuals have tested for various ranks over the past several years and have been awarded the following kyu grades:   

 

                      Ro-kyu          Derek Jefferies 

                                            Angel Costillo  

                      Go-kyu          Matt Ritchie  

                                            Celine Van Hoye  

                                            Kassandra Ayers  

                      San-kyu         Andre’ Coleman  

                                            Ian Runyan  

                      Ni-kyu           Jessica Brower  

                                            Justin Ridling 

 

REMINDER:  When applying for a dan rank using the old system/criteria, the deadline is 31 December 2015.  For those that 

would like to be considered for a dan rank please have your applications in by that date.  This was voted on at the last General 

Membership Meeting and any applications for dan rank submitted after that date will be based on USSF Policy Letter 05 which 

outlines the updated qualifications and requirements.   

USSF Policy Letter 05, USSF Kyu Grade and Dan Rank Advancement, outlines in more detail about the process, 

requirements, and qualifications by which USSF athletes may earn kyu (student grade) and dan (expert, instructor) ranks.   

  

The traditional method of recognizing achievement in a martial art was the presentation of certificates or scrolls, often with the 

secrets of the school inscribed.  However, in 1883, Mr. Kano, the creator of Judo, started the modern rank system used by many of 

the martial arts when he awarded shodan (first degree black belt) to two of his senior students.  Predominately in the United States, 

the various martial arts schools use a kyu system that builds upon an individual’s knowledge, demonstration ability, and 

competition skills to award levels or grades to use as building blocks toward earning your dan rank and becoming an instructor.          

  

There is a tremendous disparity in training methods and quality of training between what is performed in Japan compared to what 

USSF athletes have available in the United States.  Many U.S. athletes may have only a few (or no other) experienced sumo 

partners to train with on a regular basis.  Because of this disparity in training the USSF has developed a series of kyu grades and 

testing criteria so that U.S. athletes can learn and become proficient in designated knowledge and skills of sumo.  The USSF 

combined guiding principles from Japan’s Promotion Criterion (the Japanese Budo Rank Guide for Judo, Kendo, Karate, and 

Sumo) and the kyu system practiced by various martial arts in the United States.     

  

Advancing in grade and rank is a very positive thing and the USSF strives to keep the integrity and respect of our grading/ranking 

system in line with other sumo athletes worldwide.  

 

These are the six kyu grades (and dan rank) with corresponding colors:       

Ro-kyu        White 
Go-kyu        Yellow 
Yon-kyu      Orange 
San-kyu      Green  
Ni-kyu         Blue 
Ik-kyu          Brown 
Sho-dan      Black  



by Jim “Yukikaze” Lowerre 

HARUMAFUJI PREVAILS IN OVERSHADOWED KYUSHU ACTION 
“POCKET ROCKET” GOES 13-2; HAKUHO FAILS IN LATE GOING 

The 2015 Aki tournament had been marked by yokozuna-West HAKUHO's  

early physical problems, which forced him to the sidelines after only three  

days.  The two months of recuperation and practice did “Sleeping Thunder”  

a world of good:  he came off the starting line with 12 straight shiroboshi to  

take the early lead for the Cup.  Meanwhile, yokozuna #2-East HARUMAFUJI  

– whose last yusho had been at the 2013 Kyushu Basho – pushed aside a day  

2 loss to maegashira #1-West OSUNAARASHI to win his next 10 torikumi.   

The two grand champions met on day 13.  HAKUHO attacked to his left in a  

textbook move, but HARUMA had read that book:  he countered with a  

mirroring move to flank HAKUHO and drive him to the dohyo surface.  The  

defeat seemed to deflate HAKUHO:  he lost day 14's bout to ozeki #1-East  

TERUNOFUJI while HARUMA took down the Aki 2015 champion,  

yokozuna #1-East KAKURYU.  HAKUHO still could have forced a playoff  

after HARUMA lost on senshuraku to ozeki #1-West KISENOSATO – but  

KAKU took that white star to stick HAKUHO with a 12-3 mark and allow  

HARUMAFUJI to claim his seventh Makunouchi championship with his 13-2  

effort.  KAKURYU finished with a sub-par 9-6. 

 

Mere hours after the HAKUHO-HARUMAFUJI bout, the official announcement was made of the passing of legendary 55th 

yokozuna and Sumo Association chairman KITANOUMI from cancer-related complications at the age of 62.  As a tribute, his 

hearse was slowly driven past the Fukuoka Kokusai Center.  (The official memorial ceremony is scheduled for December 22 at the 

Ryogoku Kokugikan.) 

 

All of the current ozeki will be listed at that rank on the 2016 Hatsu banzuke.  KISENOSATO led the way, getting his kachi 

victories in the first nine days and finishing at 10-5.  Operating under a kadoban demotion threat, #2-West GOEIDO had to scrap 

all the way to senshuraku before he finally made his  majority to keep his Kokugikan parking space.  On the East side:  

TERUNOFUJI was 4-5 going into day 10, but righted his ship with five wins in the final six days (including wins over HAKUHO 

and KAKURYU) to post a 9-6 mark.  (He did not fight HARUMAFUJI because they are stablemates at Isegahama Beya.)  #2 

KOTOSHOGIKU won seven of his first eight bouts, lost to all three yokozuna, gained his eighth win on day 13 – and withdrew the 

following day to end his tourney at 8-6-1. 

 

With all yokozuna and ozeki answering the bell this time out, the lower sanyaku were in for a rough time, and they got it.  

Sekiwake-East TOCHIOZAN was 2-4 after day six, won his next three (including KAKURYU), then batted .500 over the final six 

days for another 8-7 post.  West-sider MYOGIRYU suffered a complete collapse, losing three of his first five before going winless 

for the remainder of the tournament to fall to 2-13.  Komusubi-East TOCHINOSHIN had a credible 3-3 start, but lost his next four 

and went make on day 14 to end at 7-8.  West-sider YOSHIKAZE took KAKURYU on shonichi, then balanced his wins and losses 

all the way out to day 14.  His win over GOEIDO secured his sanyaku paycheck for two more months, and earned him the Gino-

Sho (Technique Prize). 

 

#4-East IKIOI and the Aki 2015 Juryo champion, #10-West SHOHOZAN, both posted 12-3 efforts to share the best record among 

the maegashira, along with the Kanto-Sho (Fighting Spirit Prize).   

 

In the Juryo Division, #5-West SHODAI won the yusho with an excellent 13-2 record.  Honorable mentions from sumo's Triple-A 

division: 

#11-East NISHIKIGI (10-5) 

#12-East DAISHOMARU (12-3) 

#13-East TENKAIHO (9-6) 

#14-East CHIYOMARU (9-6) 

#3-West JOKORYU (9-6) 

#4-West FUJIAZUMA (9-6) 

Harumafuji (left) outmuscles rival Yokozuna Hakuho at the 

Kyushu Grand Sumo Tournament Day 13 – Japan Times 



Tiffany Tran lives in Los Angeles, CA and is a member of California Sumo.  While attending the 2010 US Sumo Open in 

Anaheim as a spectator, she said, “I was in awe of the amount of athleticism that it entails.  At this event, I also realized that 

women also competed in sumo.  I had no idea, but I knew I wanted to try.  I contacted Andrew after another sumo event and 

started training with his club.”    

  

Tiffany has competed in several local, national, and international tournaments since beginning her career in sumo in 2011.  Here is 

a list of medals she’s won:   

  

2012 National Sumo Championship- Gold (middleweight) and bronze (open weight) 

2013 National Sumo Championship- Gold (middleweight) and silver (open weight) 

2014 National Sumo Championship- Gold (middleweight) and bronze (open weight) 

  

US Sumo Open 2012- Silver (middleweight) and bronze (open weight) 

US Sumo Open 2013- Silver (middleweight)  

US Sumo Open 2014- Silver (middleweight) and bronze (open weight) 

  

Tiffany is currently serving as the USSF Vice-President.  She has also represented the  

United States at the 2013 World Games in Cali, Colombia, the 2012 World Sumo  

Championships in Hong Kong, China,  the 2013 World Combat Games in St Petersburg,  

Russia,  and the 2013 Polish Open.   

By Richard Crenwelge & Tom Zabel 
Tiffany Tran 

At the 2012 World Sumo Championships 

in Hong Kong, China 

Photo curtesy of Tiffany Tran 

When asked, her response was, “My most memorable moment in sumo was at the World 

Games in Colombia.  It was interesting being surrounded by athletes from so many 

varying sports and countries.  I have been to several competitions where there were 

representatives from different sports, but having everyone there at the same time for 

the opening ceremony was amazing.  The opening ceremony for the World Games is 

similar to the Olympics where athletes walk together with their country around a 

stadium filled with spectators.  The screaming and cheering was the most amazing 

thing I’ve seen.  I never felt more proud to be able to represent my country.”  

  

About a mentor, she stated:  “I have many different mentors for different aspects of my 

life, but for sumo my mentor is without a doubt, Andrew Freund.  He brought me into 

the world of sumo, assisted in my training, & helping me gain a strong foundation for 

sumo.”    

At the 2013 World Games in Cali, Colombia 

Photo curtesy of Tiffany Tran 
  

- What would be your ideal practice?  What would you do, and what are some considerations to keep in mind? 

  

T:  “When I was training with Byamba, he's really big on emphasizing the tachiai.  We would do that over and over and over 

again.  But other people, like you said, put an emphasis on the grappling aspect, so ideally it would be combining the traditional 

sumo with that hybrid (style)...  Right before the World Combat Games, we were training  

outside of Andrew's club and working on that aspect.  We knew our tachiai’s were pretty solid,  

but we were struggling with what happens after that.  That was my weakest point, and I knew it.   

We did that over and over and over before we went to Russia.  It's hard to compare US athletes  

with the international ones, but it made us much stronger to train differently than we normally  

do.  We know that there is a hybrid culture within sumo and we have to compensate for that.   

You can't just go in traditional always, and not be prepared for all the other possibilities.   

Internationally, you'll see a lot of women do judo within sumo, but the female athletes in the  

US are more traditional." 

  

- What is your favorite part of competing internationally? 

  

T:  "I feel like when I go to these international tournaments, I can become a fan again.  I watch  

all the fights, and I'm just amazed at how talented they are.  And it makes me want to train  

harder, because I want to be like them." On the JumboTron at the US Open  

Photo curtesy of Tiffany Tran 



2016  U.S.  NATIONAL  CHAMPIONSHIPS 

The 2016 U.S. National Sumo Championships will be held in Cranford, NJ on the 2nd of April 2016.  More 

information has been sent through member e-mails.  Also check on the USSF web-site for further updates.    

Because the World Championships were moved up to the end of July in Mongolia, the USSF had to move up 

the U.S. National date in order for us to submit our team to the ISF on time.  This also allows time for the 

qualifying athletes to make arrangements and obtain funding.    

By  Tom Zabel 

This year the USSF has had a lot of inquiries from various states about sumo (clubs) in their area.   

Many are trying to start a new club and are looking for other interested guys and gals.  We have a  

list of 22 states that already have clubs or have asked about sumo in their area.   

 

Here is the list of states:  Alabama, Arizona, California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Kentucky, 

Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Mississippi, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, and 

West Virginia.   

 

Please feel free to contact the USSF (president@americansumo.org) if you are interested or know of someone interested in sumo 

in these states.  We can get you/them in contact with individuals in those areas .  .   

 

Don Eustice asked me to pass on his number (757) 912-3431 for anyone interested in practicing and starting a club in Arizona.   

NEW  CLUB  SHOUT  OUT 
By  Tom Zabel 

One of the main criteria used by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) to determine if sumo would be included (added) in 

the 2020 Olympics, which will be held in Japan, was the participation of youth in the sport around the world.  When compared to 

other sports, sumo’s youth participation was not strong enough to have it chosen for the Tokyo Olympics.  Baseball/Softball, 

karate, skateboarding, surfing, and sports climbing beat out sumo for inclusion.   

 

                                                     Last January, Packy Bannevans with Georgia Sumo, sent a team of youth to Hakuho’s  

                                                     international youth tournament and  in July, Kena Heffernan, with Hawaii Sumo, coached a youth  

                                                     team at the Wanpaku Tournament.  Both Packy and Kena plan to take youth teams again to these  

                                                     tournaments in 2016.   

 

                                                     The USSF sent a full team of senior men  

                                                     and women to the World Sumo  

                                                     Championships for the first time this year  

                                                     and although we have had a few youth  

                                                     attend the World’s in the past, we have not  

                                                     had a full team for either the boys or girls.   

                                                     In 1999, Harrington Wa’a won the GOLD  

                                                     in the his junior open-weight division.  In  

2001, Gregory Donofrio took the bronze medal in his junior middle-weight  

division.  Then, in 2014, Sarena Gneiting won a bronze medal for the junior ladies.  The goal for the USSF is to be able to send a 

full senior men and women’s and full junior boys’ and girls’ team to Worlds in the near future.       

 

Attracting youth to our sport has been a priority for the USSF for the past few years and we are at the point now where we want to 

hold a separate Nationals for our juniors.  At last years’ (senior) Nationals we had over 25 youth participate, making it the largest 

group in our history.  Our first separate Junior Nationals will be held in St Joseph, MO on the 20th of February.  Matt Ritchie is the 

tournament coordinator.  Look for more info on the USSF website and in member e-mails. 

2016  U.S.  JR  NATIONALS 
By  Tom Zabel 

Kena’s group practicing with Musahimaru for the 2015 

Wanpaku tournament.  Photo curtesy of John Ahokovi 

Packy’s group at Hakuho’s 

tournament in Jan 2015.   

Photo curtesy of Masayuki Sekine 
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